COMMUNICATION & COMMUNITY BUILDING

Teaching Online
AGENDA

• Collaborative approach
• Consider your models
• Backwards Course Design
• Community of Inquiry
• Creating Presence and Connection in the Online Environment
• Intercultural Competency
• Applied & Experiential Learning
• Pedagogical Philosophies
ALLEGORY OF THE ELEPHANT
HOW DO YOU LEARN BEST?
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE CLASS AS AN UNDERGRADUATE OR GRAD STUDENT?

Think
Write
(Share)
What should my students know or be able to do?

What evidence will prove their knowledge and abilities?

What learning experiences will make them proficient?
**BACKWARDS COURSE DESIGN**

1. **Learning Objectives**
   - What should my students know or be able to do?

2. **Assessment**
   - What evidence will prove their knowledge and abilities?

3. **Activities & Experiences**
   - What learning experiences will make them proficient?

*Activities & Experiences*
QUESTIONS?
COMMUNITY OF INQUIRY RELATIONSHIPS

- Student to content
- Student to instructor
- Student to student
ICEBREAKERS

• Describe the world you would like to see in the year 2030
• Tell us the story of your name - (how you got it, what it means, etc.)
• Introduce us to your pets or other study companions
• Make an acrostic poem that describes you, using the letters of your name
• Point us to a news item (link) and comment
• Tell us 3 things about yourself: 2 that are true and 1 that is not true (we will guess)
• What is your favorite meal, animal, movie, song, place, etc. Provide images/links.
• Tell about something you are proud of that happened this week
• Report on an act of kindness you noticed this week
GROUND RULES

• Speak from own experiences/perspectives
• Listen generously to experiences/perspectives of others
• Actively resist making assumptions
• Refrain from fixing, saving, advising & correcting each other
• Expect & accept non-closure b/c disrupting racism = ongoing
• Be willing to be challenged to disrupt racial patterns
• Respect confidentiality of stories shared here.
BUILDING INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCY
QUESTIONS?
PEDAGOGICAL PHILOSOPHY

WHAT'S YOURS?
REFLECTION

What did I learn?

What do I need to work on?